WOOD STAIN SEAL
Natural & Tinted
SCS-100/101
SCS-100 series is a unique and highly versatile sealer. SCS-100 is designed to penetrate,
chemically bond and build a durable film that breaths. The SCS-001 will chemically bond to
inorganic and organic materials but in applications where durability is central due to high foot
traffic, the SCS-100 offers unparalleled protection. SCS-100 is constructed with a novel film
building resin that is permeable, a nano-particulate for increase penetration, durability and
longevity and a migrational additive that allows this sealer to be applied to wet substrates.
Cellulose is the chief constituent of the cell walls of all plants and the SCS-100 penetrates at the
molecular level and chemically seals the cellulose chain. This leading-edge sealer can be applied
to wet or dry organic substrates. This product provides a level of water-repellency and UV
protection beyond conventional wood treatments. SCS-100 can be applied 1-2 hours after rain or
surface washing because of the products unique hydrophilic migrational resin system that uses
moisture to penetrate and level out. The result is a premium and easy to apply exterior wood
finish that delivers true long-term performance.
COLOR & FINISH:
SCS-100: Natural flat finish
SCS-101: Golden tan flat finish
COVERAGE:
300-400 sq. ft per gal on smooth surfaces
150-250 sq. ft per gal on rough surfaces
These rates will vary depending upon the moisture content and porosity of the surface.
RESTRICTIONS:
Do not apply in direct hot sunlight. Do not apply to hot surfaces above 90°F or when air or
surface temperature is below 40°F. Rain should not be imminent for 12 hours after final
application. Do not thin this product. Protect stored containers from freezing. Rusting of nonstainless steel fasteners is not a result of using this product. For exterior use only.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
This product is in compliance with V.O.C. requirements under Consumer Products regulations.
Cleanup and Disposal: Clean brushes and equipment with warm water and soap or detergent.
Dispose of empty cans or unused portion in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations.
Close container when not in use.
PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL DATA:
Weight: 9.33 pounds per gallon
Flash Point: N/A
Film Thickness: 6 mils wet
Shelf Life: 1 year
% Solids (weight): 38
% Solids (volume): 31
V.O.C. Content: 1.27 pounds/gal

SURFACE PREPARATION:
Surfaces must be sound and free of all dirt, microbiological life, environmental contaminants and
loose wood fibers. SCS-100/101 must be able to penetrate wood. All prior coatings must be
removed before application of SCS-100/101. All surfaces to be treated should be thoroughly
prepared with a sufficient cleaning. When cleaning, best results can be achieved by using a
power-washing unit. Never use steel wool.
On Damp Wood:
Surface should be damp, without standing water. Remove any standing water with a squeegee or
broom. Apply first coat of SCS-100/101 being careful to spread evenly. Immediately redistribute
any excess Sealer that has puddled on the wood surface with a dry pad or brush. Apply a second
coat after a minimum of 1-2 hours depending on temperature and humidity. Two coats are
recommended.
On Dry Wood:
To avoid lap marks and ensure proper penetration, never attempt to finish a surface that is hot to
the touch or one that is in direct sun. Apply first coat of Sealer being careful to spread evenly.
Redistribute or remove any excess Sealer that has puddled on the wood surface with a dry pad or
brush. Apply second coat after a minimum of 1 hour depending on temperature and humidity.
Two coats are recommended.
APPLICATION:
Shake before use and stir occasionally during use. If a project requires more than one container,
blend all containers together. Apply with polyester, bristle brush, pad, roller or professional spray
equipment.
Rolling & Spraying:
Always back-brush immediately to ensure uniformity. Start at one edge and follow through to the
end of the boards to avoid lap marks. The appearance of this finish will vary depending upon the
porosity and color of the wood surface.
Spray Application:
Recommended tip sizes and adjustments for spray application are 0.013”- 0.015” at 1000-1500
PSI with a fan width of 5-8 inches. When using HVLP spray equipment, see manual for proper
set-up instructions. If you must spray, always back-brush immediately after each section is coated
to ensure proper penetration.
SCS Sealers must be checked after 12-18 months to ensure the film integrity is intact.
PACKAGING:
5-gal pail

